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Abstract
In recent years, embodied cognitive agents have become a central research focus in
Cognitive Science. We suggest that there are at least three aspects of embodiment|
physical, social and temporal|which must be treated simultaneously to make possible
a realistic implementation of agency. In this paper we detail the ways in which attention
to the temporal embodiment of a cognitive agent (perhaps the most neglected aspect
of embodiment) can enhance the ability of an agent to act in the world, both in itself,
and also by supporting more robust integrations with the physical and social worlds.

1 Three Aspects of Embodiment in Cognitive Science
Any implemented, interactive system is embedded in the world in at least three ways: temporally, physically and socially.2 Its processes take time and unfold within time; likewise,
the system takes up space by (at least) being instantiated in and utilizing components with
discreet and limited storage locations, and perhaps by being tightly and exclusively bound to
a particular physical object (a robot being the most salient example); nally, insofar as it can
at least receive commands and/or display results, it exists within and is oriented toward an
interpretive, social world, a world not of objects but of other agents. It is well known by now
that work in Cognitive Science in general, and in the new robotics movement in particular,
has been rethinking the signi cance of the physical embodiment of cognitive systems: the
physical space in which a system exists, and the physical object in which it is instantiated,
are not merely limitations to work within, but represent a resource to exploit. Thus a great
deal of attention has been paid to systems which are aware of, prepared to utilize, to treat
as relevant, take advantage of, be a ected by, and even change their physical environment
in support of its goals and processes.
We believe that the same kind of re-thinking must take place for the temporal and social
embeddedness of cognitive systems.3 That reasoning takes place in time is not an obstacle
the impact of which is to be minimized, but is a fact which can be recognized and utilized
by a reasoning agent to improve its ability to think and act. Likewise, the necessity of
interacting with the social world should not be thought of as an undesirable diculty, but
This research was supported in part by the AFOSR and ONR
These are not the only important aspects of embodiment, nor even the only ones relevant to agency.
Emotion and mood come immediately to mind as further aspects of embodied agents which must be considered for any fully realistic model of human agency. See [45, 13]
3 Indeed, we believe attention paid to these issues can be used to improve interactive systems more
generally. See, e.g. [9, 10, 11, 31, 32, 40, 49]
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as an opportunity to access and utilize resources which can dramatically improve a system's
power and performance.
In general, as Ismail and Shapiro succinctly state, the goal is to \use reasoning in the service
of acting, and acting in the service of reasoning" [30]. We believe that this insight, which
has driven so much interesting work in the physical embodiment of computational systems,
can be fruitfully applied as well to both their temporal and social embodiment.4 Through
our own focus on temporal integration, we are trying to move forward on all three fronts
simultaneously. We believe, for a system which reasons in time, that the temporal aspects
of its reasoning are salient (a belief may have been held in the past, but no longer; a train of
thought may be pursued for a long time without results; a decision may need to be made in
light of an approaching deadline) and that therefore any such system should be made aware
of the passage of time as its reasoning proceeds. Our work with active logics (section 4)
demonstrates that greater temporal integration along these lines can improve reasoning systems, and in particular that these improvements can enhance the ability of a reasoning
system to integrate with changing real-world environments, as well as to better understand
and integrate with human users through natural language. This is the general case: the
current essay highlights the importance of these types of integration to the formulation and
implementation of intentions in the case of an autonomous agent acting in the world, and we
direct the reader to other published work detailing other applications of temporally situated
reasoning, as in the more restricted case of a servitor which must understand and implement
a user's command.

2 Some Aspects of Agency
These three aspects of embodiment are especially salient for agency.5 Roughly speaking,
to intend an e ect it is necessary to be able to identify an object, know its current state,
and imagine (or otherwise represent) an alternative. To be able to intend e ectively it
must also be possible to map a path from the current to the intended state, and be in a
position to implement the required changes; more than this, the integration between the
planning/implementation system and the intentional system must be such that information
about the possibility of an intention can be taken into account in the intention-forming
process, and information about an agent's progress toward a goal can be taken into account
in further (or ongoing) planning aimed at reaching the goal (e ecting an intention).6
From its root, then, intending is bound up with temporal considerations, for it is of necessity future-directed, depending on a recognized di erence between the known present, and
a desired future; further, planning has a temporal structure, for some things must be done
In [30] Haythem Ismail and Stuart Shapiro suggest a similar (but less broadly stated) philosophy to
guide work on embodied cognitive agents.
5 The discussion of agency is in uenced throughout by [6, 16, 8].
6 There are many senses of the word \intention"; we are most interested in that used in connection with
those explicitly represented and consciously available goals which play a central role in acting (and planning
to act) in the world. It is worth distinguishing this in particular from a sense of \intended" more closely
bound to the notion of voluntary. See [6] for an excellent discussion.
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rst, and others last, some now and others later, and there may be groups of things that,
while they must be done sequentially with respect to each other, are as a group temporally and conditionally independent of the other parts of a complex action. This feature
of agency is sometimes called a plan hierarchy, and it might be thought that the relations
can be characterized in a time-independent way, in terms of conditional dependencies and
prerequisites. Even where such re-description is possible, however, it seems that it would
submerge real features of human agency and planning, for in designing and implementing a
complex plan, it will be important to know what sub-plans will take longer, (and so must be
started now, despite conditional independence from other parts of a plan), which can be done
simultaneously, and which would be best to nish simultaneously. That is, planning seems
to involve considerations of timing which cannot be expressed purely in terms of functional
dependence. Obviously, agency also requires awareness of environment, and of the agent's
own situation in that environment; and in many cases agency is also importantly bound up
with social awareness, for an intention can originate in a request or command, or it could
require the cooperation of other agents. In a more complicated case an intention could have
ethical dimensions which would play a role in determining the methods whereby (or even
whether) it was e ected.
The intentional system also has its own internal structure or hierarchy which is important to
its nature. There are at least two axes to this structure, one temporal and one directional.
The temporal axis is structured by the di erence between short term (proximal) and long
term (distal) intentions. We might get at the di erence between proximal and distal intentions by saying: if intention Q could be provided by an agent in justi cation or explanation
of the action P, and if action P, once completed, does not ful ll the intention Q (if it remains
rational to intend Q), then Q is a distal intention. Thus, the intention Q (so Charles will
break his leg) provided in explanation of action P (putting a roller skate in the middle of the
hall) is distal. In contrast, going upstairs to get the camera represents a proximal intention.
An action can be distally related to an intention for two di erent reasons: rst, it can be
reasonably explained by Q only in light of a prediction R (that Charles will come through the
door and step on the skate, etc.); second, it can be one action in a planned series of actions,
such that the series S, but not the action P, will result in the ful llment of Q. Another way to
get at the distinction is in terms of whether a given intention seems to require distinct other
intentions for its ful llment. Getting the camera, despite the fact that doing this requires
going up the stairs, into the bedroom, grabbing the camera (and that these actions would
be intentional in the sense of voluntary, mentioned above), doesn't seem to require further
explicit intentions or predictions.7 On the other side of the coin, \writing my dissertation",
o ered in explanation of typing away on my computer, looks to express a distal intention;
there is no single, coherent action, unguided by further explicit intentions, which constitutes
\writing one's dissertation".8
This assumes an obvious distinction between predictions, which are not required, and expectations (that
the camera is upstairs), which are.
8 There is a complication here, because actions themselves can be more and less narrowly de ned; there
will almost always be a way to construe P so as to make it distally related to any given Q. This is true, but
perhaps not telling, for there will generally be a way to construe Q so as to make it proximal with respect to
P. This will be the case whenever there is a single coherent (not necessarily simple) action which constitutes
\the doing of Q".
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It is not important that every case be clear; the image of a structural axis suggests a continuum, where some intentions are clearly proximal, and others clearly distal. However, that
there is such a structure to the intentional system is important, and it is one of the insights
which lies behind Michael Bratman's notion of a planning agent[8], which we might describe
as an agent which is capable of analyzing distal intentions into proximal ones, and proximal
intentions into actions.
Bratman describes planning agency this way:
Our purposive activity is typically embedded in multiple, interwoven quilts
of partial, future-directed plans of action. We settle in advance on such plans
of action, ll them in, adjust them, and follow through with them as time goes
by. We thereby support complex forms of organization in our own, temporally
extended lives and in our interactions with others; and we do this in ways that
are sensitive to the limits on our cognitive resources.([8] p.1)
In addition to the welcome focus on the temporal aspects of agency, the central upshot of
this picture of agency is that committing one's self to a (distal) intention is more like driving
a car to a destination than throwing a ball at a target|one must continually observe one's
progress to the adopted end, and use these observations to make decisions and adjustments
to best guide one's actions.9
Further, it is important to monitor the world and our e ects on it not just in the service
of guiding current intentions to their ful llment, but also in the service of maintaining an
accurate self-conception. It seems clear that an important part of our ability to intend, to
choose means, and to guide actions to their ends is bound up with an accurate assessment of
our particular abilities and capacities as practical agents. Just as is the case with knowledge
of the world, this self-knowledge must be constantly monitored for accuracy. Thus, our
ability to maintain an e ective practical agency requires not just reasoning about actions in
light of the world, but reasoning about ourselves (and our beliefs about ourselves) in light of
the success or failure of our actions; in other words, agency requires not just reasoning, but
introspection and meta-reasoning as well.
This brings us to the directional axis of the intentional system, which concerns the object
at which the intention aims: there are internally directed intentions, which only e ect other
intentions, and externally directed ones, aimed at the world. An example of the rst sort
might be an intention about what sort of agent (person) to be [22]; such an intention needn't
be anything so grand as wanting to be a moral saint, but can involve more mundane matters
like a desire for eciency. A desire to be an ecient person will gure in decisions about
which of many possible paths to follow to a given end; in a more complex case it could gure
even in choosing which strategy of reasoning to use to decide between competing paths (see
It is worth emphasizing what is only mentioned in the quote, but is centrally important to Bratman's
theory of agency|that we are not just individually planning agents, but cooperative ones. We not only plan
complex projects in coordination with one another, but even in the pursuit of individual intentions consider
ways in which we might secure each other's cooperation.
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[14] for a brief discussion). This points to another kind of metareasoning required of a
fully-speci ed autonomous agent.

3 Agency and Uncertainty
Intention formation|indeed, planned, directed action more generally|requires continual
observation, cooperation and planning; in addition a robustly speci ed agent seems to require introspection and meta-reasoning. As has been mentioned already, a good deal of
the current work most concerned with robust physical/environmental integration adopts a
highly reactive model of agency, designed to produce complex behaviors without detailed
internal representations; the eld in general is re-thinking the more traditional \symbolic
processing" approach to modeling and producing intelligent behavior.[4, 2] However, in so
far as the above analysis is correct, agency requires not just continual observation of and
reactive adjustments to the physical environment, but also introspective observation and
the ability to engage in meta-reasoning about intentions and capacities, making appropriate
internal adjustments. This suggests that a more complete agent must be both reactive and
deliberative; yet these are generally considered antithetical goals. One (but certainly not
the only) way in which this tension can be brought out is by considering the problem of
reasoning under uncertainty.
The real world is complex, dynamic, and not completely knowable. What is true now may
not have been true before, or for much longer, and more can always be discovered. Any system that purports to model the world (or any part of it) must be able to accommodate such
changes. Given these conditions, any reasoning about the world is provisional and uncertain,
because changes in what is true of, or known about the world can require revisions to simple
beliefs, derived conclusions, generalizations, and even heuristics for thinking. Systems that
hope to accomplish this latter task must be exible enough to recognize and gracefully handle these situations, and recover from the contradictions, inconsistencies, and irregularities
that they involve. Much the same can be said about integration with the social world. Focusing just on linguistic interaction (which must be considered central to social integration),
complexity and uncertainty seem the salient characteristics. Conversation is not generally
the exchange of fully formed, grammatically correct, and error-free utterances. Indeed, it is
unlikely that there could ever be a fully uent, error-free dialog; even putting aside problems
of signal reception, and assuming perfect syntactical processing, the ability to understand a
dialog partner involves such complicated and uncertain tasks as modeling their knowledge
state and using context to disambiguate reference.10 As in the case of observing the physical
environment, one must be prepared to retract conclusions, and engage in repairs of one's
beliefs as well as of the dialog itself, as the conversation continues and more evidence comes
This latter task points already to ways in which social and physical integration are intertwined, and
suggests the sorts of reasons one might give for moving forward with these two aspects of embodiment
simultaneously: for disambiguating a reference (\I guess he's had enough.") can require not just attention
to the dialog context (in which \he" might refer to the current subject of conversation), but also to the
physical context of the dialog (in which \he" might be taken to refer to the fellow who just fell o the
barstool).
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to light.
Thus, it looks like a deliberative agent will require robust representations and principled
methods for deriving further beliefs and adjusting current beliefs, while a reactive agent
is guaranteed to confront incoherent, contradictory, or otherwise awed information in the
course of its interaction with the world. But, and here's where the tension between these
two modes is most evident, from a contradiction everything logically follows.11 More technically, from a direct contradiction, P &:P , all well formed formulas are entailed as theorems.
Clearly, a reasoning system which will come to believe everything it is possible to conceive
will not be useful to a real-world agent.
What is wanted then, for implementing real-world agency, is a model of (logical) reasoning
that can:
(1) A. continue to reason in the presence of contradictions (since they are inevitable)
B. be able to detect contradictions, curtail nonsensical inferences, and initiate repairs,
and
C. support rich representations sucient for robust meta-reasoning.
Active logics are designed to meet these desiderata and we believe they can be used to
provide on-board reasoning capability for a real-time agent.

4 Active Logic: An Introduction
Active logics are a family of formalisms that combine inference rules with a constantly
evolving measure of time (a `now') that itself can be referenced in those rules. An account
of the basic concepts can be found in [21].
One of the original motivations for active logics was that of designing formalisms for reasoning
about an approaching deadline; for this use it is crucial that the reasoning takes into account
the ongoing passage of time as that reasoning proceeds. Such a formalism has the ability
to explicitly track the individual steps of a deduction, making it a natural mechanism for
reasoning about contradictions and their causes.
Each \step" in an active logic proof itself takes one active logic time-step; thus inference
always moves into the future at least one step and this fact can be recorded in the logic.
The KB will at all times be nite since the nitely-many inference rules can produce only
nitely-many conclusions in one time-step.12 The meaning of an inference rule such as 2 (an
active logic analogue to modus ponens), is that if A and A ! B are in KB at time (step
number) i, then B will be added to the KB at time i+1.
This is not the place to survey the various approaches to reasoning under uncertainty, nor to rehearse our
reasons for pursuing logic-based reasoning methods. For more information on these matters see [20, 21, 36, 7].
12In ongoing work begun in [38] we have been exploring ways to keep the KB size not merely nite but
bounded, analogous to human short-term memory.
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(2)

i
:
i+1 :

!B

A, A
B

(In general there may be conditions that must be met before such a rule can re|see below;
but if a rule can re, it will.) In addition to the new formula B, the KB at step i+1 would
contain all the formulas that are inherited from step i. By default, all beliefs from one
step that are not directly contradicting are inherited to the next step. However some beliefs
like the ones related to the current time are not inherited to the next step. (See below).
The inheritance of formulas from one step to the next is controlled by inheritance rules. One
simple version of such an \inheritance rule", which also illustrates the use of ring conditions,
is shown in 3:
(3)

i
:
i+1 :

A
A

[condition:

:A 62 KB at step i and A 6= Now(i)]

To achieve much of their reasoning, active logics employ a notion of \now" that is constantly
updated by the \clock rule" shown in 4:
(4)

i
:
i+1 :

Now(i)
Now(i+1)

An active logic keeps track of the passage of time using the current value of \now", so it is
important that the value of \now" from a previous step is not inherited to the next step.
The ring condition in the inheritance rule in 3 would prevent Now(i) lingering in KB after
step i along with the newly inferred Now(i+1) 13
Theorems can be marked with their time (step-number) of being proven, i.e., the current
value of \now". This step-number is itself something that further inferences can depend on,
such as inferring that a given deadline is now too close to meet by means of a particular plan
under re nement if its enactment is estimated to take longer than the (ever shrinking) time
remaining before the deadline.
Active logic formalisms are distinct from traditional temporal logics, in that the latter characterize truth about past, present, and future as if from a timeless (or unchanging) present;
that is, the inferences do not formally correspond to an increase in the value of \now". This
is appropriate as long as the temporal reasoning is by one agent about another agent far
removed in time, or if the latter agent's activity is independent of the former. But when
an agent is reasoning about its own ongoing activity, or about another agent whose activity is highly interdependent, traditional \time-frozen" reasoning is at a disadvantage, and
\time-tracking" active logics can bring new power and exibility to bear.
It is the time-sensitivity of active logic inference rules that provides the chief advantage over
more traditional logics. Thus, an inference rule can refer the results of all inferences up until
Inheritance and disinheritance are directly related to belief revision [23] and to the frame problem [34, 12];
see [38] for further discussion.
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now|i.e. thru step i|as it computes the subsequent results (for step i + 1). This allows an
active logic to reason, for example, about its own (past) reasoning; and in particular about
what it has not yet concluded. Moreover, this can be performed quickly, since it involves
little more than a lookup of the current knowledge base.
Rules 3 and 4 illustrate one way in which an agent clock can be updated and also how
direct contradictands can be kept from lingering, while other w s may remain in the KB to
facilitate further reasoning. Note also that, although this does \dismiss" the contradictands
from further inferences, the \con ict-recognition" rule to be given below in 5, ensures that a
record is kept in the KB of the former presence of a contradiction. Preserving this \historical"
information is important in order to attempt a more solid repair of the contradiction.
As mentioned above, traditional formalisms, including most modal, temporal and nonmonotonic logics, su er from the \swamping problem" (this is related to the \omniscience" problem of traditional logics of belief: all (in nitely-many) consequences of the axioms are theorems and hence are believed). As a result, in those logics, any possible clues as to how
to proceed with reasoning when a contradiction is encountered are rendered ine ective by
their own negations which are also derived from the contradiction. There have been some
attempts to overcome the swamping problem, but so far only in the propositional case, and
even so the essential time-dependency for real-time capabilities is still missing there.
Even though the problem of inconsistency is treated by some logics like paraconsistent logics,
in reality most of the traditional logics do not note or repair inconsistencies, they just carry
on with them. Nor in general do they provide for any special real-time status as needed by
a real-world agent. On the other hand, active logics are intended for on-board use by an
agent, not as an external speci cation of an agent.
In active logics, since the notion of inference is time-dependent, it follows that at any given
time only those inferences that have actually been carried out so far can a ect the present
state of the agent's knowledge. As a result, even if directly contradictory w s, P and :P,
are in the agent's KB at time t, it need not be the case that those w s have been used by
time t to derive any other w , Q. Indeed, it may be that t is the rst moment at which
both P and :P have simultaneously been in KB.
By endowing an active logic with a \con ict-recognition" inference rule such as that in 5,
direct contradictions can be recognized as soon as they occur, and further reasoning can be
initiated to repair the contradiction, or at least to adopt a strategy with respect to it, such
as simply avoiding the use of either of the contradictands for the time being. The Contra
predicate is a meta-predicate: it is about the course of reasoning itself (and yet is also part
of that same evolving history).

(5)

i
:
i+1 :

:

P, P
Contra(i, P,

:P)

The idea then is that, although an indirect contradiction may lurk undetected in the knowledge base, it may be sucient for many purposes to deal only with direct contradictions.
Sooner or later, if an indirect contradiction causes trouble, it may reveal itself in the form of

a direct contradiction. After all, a real agent has no choice but to reason only with whatever
w s it has been able to come up with so far, rather than with implicit but not yet performed
inferences. Moreover, since consistency (i.e., the lack of direct or indirect contradictions)
is, in general, undecidable, all agents with suciently expressive languages will be forced
to make do with a hit-or-miss approach to contradiction detection. The best that can be
hoped for, then, seems to be an ability to reason e ectively in the presence of contradictions,
taking action with respect to them only when they become revealed in the course of inference
(which itself might be directed toward nding contradictions, to be sure).
Unlike most NMR formalisms, we do not attempt to capture the (usually undecidable)
absolute truth about what is consistent with what is known; this is in general impossible for
real agents. If nothing is already known that would prevent a default conclusion, then the
agent has little choice except to draw that conclusion, and this is what an active logic does.
If later (with more time) the agent discovers a consequence of its beliefs that in fact should
have prevented that conclusion, it is only at that later time that it can be withdrawn, and
this is what active logic makes possible. In principle, in the limit, active logic should, in
special cases at least, provide the same default conclusions as standard NMR formalisms;
this is a topic of current investigation.
Several example problems were solved this way in real time. For instance, during the planning, new information could become available in contradiction with existing beliefs. In that
work, contradictions were treated in conjunction with default rules, where the rule that \P
follows by default from Q" can be represented as in 6:
(6)

i
:
i+1 :

Q, -Know(-P,i), Now(i)
P

Thus if :P is not known at the current time, and if Q is known, then P is inferred by
default at the next time step. However, it may turn out that at a later time, evidence for
:P becomes known and a contradiction results. In the past work the particular example
problems allowed for a very simple expedient in such cases: disinherit the default conclusion
and accept the non-default evidence.
But while disinheriting contradictands is a reasonable rst step, it is often not enough even
to \defuse" the contradiction for long. P and :P may have come into KB for reasons that
are still in force and the system may re-derive P and :P, or other similar con icts, later
on. Thus, in [36, 25, 47] we have investigated ways to allow an active logic-based reasoner
to retrace its history of inferences, examine what led to the contradiction, and perform
metareasoning concerning which of these warrants continued belief.
However, in general such an expedient is far too naive to be useful, and instead more sophisticated con ict-resolution methods are needed. Current research is aimed at the development
of a typology of contradictions, which will allow appropriately speci c methods to be applied
to individual cases [5]. This in turn will provide for much more useful real-time deadline
planning in which new evidence can be weighed against old along multiple dimensions.

5 Active Logic and Time-situated Agency
Our approach to implementing agency involves three conceptual \planks", building upon
each other. First, there is the issue of representing aspects of the environment (keeping in
mind that we have detailed three sorts of environment which are relevant to agency, and
which must be tracked by an agent: temporal, physical and social). For many object-level
behaviors, it is not necessary to have an explicit representation of the processes that the
system performs, other than the programming or mechanism that produces the behavior at
appropriate times. This thought guides a great deal of current work on physically integrated
autonomous agents (see [15, 44] for an overview). However, in light of the complexities
of social integration, and especially linguistic interaction, as well as the need to engage in
meta-behavior, such as dialog about dialog, or reasoning about one's intentions, we believe
that rich knowledge representations are needed, to support robust and controlled reasoning
with and about that knowledge. In the case of meta-dialog, for instance, we are in uenced
by work such as [28, 29, 50, 46, 35], that proposes detailed logical representations of a range
of dialog phenomena.
The second plank of our approach is an ability to e ectively use such representations in
inference to be able to notice interesting phenomena, such as implications of what has been
done, recognizing resulting anomalies, and deciding what can be done about it. For use in a
real-time agent, this (meta-)reasoning can not be o -line, but must be integrated within the
normal reasoning behavior of such a system. This is, rst, because the information which
would need to be brought to bear in, for instance, adjudicating a contradiction is precisely
that information contained in the current knowledge base; second, because the world does
not stop changing, nor the agent stop gathering information while meta-reasoning occurs,
and this information may well be relevant not just to the current problem being reasoned
about, but also to the larger goals in the service of which the reasoning is being pursued
(for instance, changes in the world may dictate abandoning a certain project altogether and
beginning something else); nally this is required in light of the high worst-case complexities
of reasoning with such rich representations and meta-level phenomena: one would not want
to calculate all possible inferences before proceeding to act. A truly well integrated reasoner
would not only continue to attend to its reasoning in light of the world, but continue to attend
to the world in light of the progress of its reasoning, making decisions and adjustments as
seemed appropriate.
This leads to the third plank, integration of reasoning with acting and non-logical processing.
It is important not just to be able to observe and reason about those observations, but also
be able to act|whether by giving a command to a domain controller, or initiating a speechact. It is not enough to deduce that such an action has occurred, or should occur, or even
to adopt an intention to cause it to happen. Reasoning about anomalies and meta-dialog is
not enough. To be e ective such reasoning should be integrated with normal functioning,
being able to a ect object level processes and observe the e ects of these processes.
Active logics provide an integrated framework for these three conceptual planks. Aspects
of the environment are represented as rst order formulas in the knowledge base. Such
formulas might represent perceptions of a user's utterance, observations about the state of

the domain, or rules added by a system administrator. Inference rules provide the mechanism
for \using" the knowledge for reasoning. One aspect of active logic especially important in
the current context is its robust ability to continue to reason normally as formulas are added,
changed or deleted from its knowledge base. In other words, the evolving knowledge base
is naturally integrated into the ongoing reasoning processes. We extend the logic with one
special proposition, call, which, if it is ever proved, will initiate external action (that can be
reasoned about and tracked through observation).
This makes active logic a good candidate for a reasoning agent which is expected to observe and interact in real time with a continually changing world or domain. Our current
implementation of active logic, as represented in ALMA [48], already has this ability to initiate, observe and respond to external events and non-logical processes; [39] outlines planned
extensions to this ability.

6 Accomplishments
Active logics have been successfully applied, in one form or another, to all the requirements
of agency listed in section 2, and has been designed to meet the desiderata suggested in 1.
For instance, given the mechanisms outlined, it becomes possible in AL to explicitly encode
time-sensitive expectations (in 30 minutes I should be at the airport). When the time arrives,
the expectation can be transformed to an explicit belief (I am at the airport). Now this
belief may well contradict something currently believed (I am not at the airport, but stuck
in trac), and this will trigger the appropriate adjudication mechanisms. Most important
for the current discussion, this will involve discarding all derivations which relied on that
assumption. Thus, if my expectation that I would be at the airport (now) was a premise
used in further reasoning and planning (intention formation), those derivations will have to
be discarded and re-considered.
In [19, 38, 33, 37] active logics were used to investigate such planning in deadline situations,
where the planning process itself must take into account how long that very planning is
taking, so that the plan can be completed and executed before a deadline is past. Rule 7
illustrates a simple rule that keeps track of time remaining to a deadline. More sophisticated
rules were used to estimate how long further plan re nement will take, and to thus abandon
plans that are expected to take too long to complete and execute.
(7)

i
:
i+1 :

Deadline(d), Now(i)
Remaining-time(d-i)

In [48] it has been shown how AL can provide a uniform platform for reasoning and plan
execution in the context of an agent replanning its action when the plan it was enacting
failed. Since the agent's original plan failed while it was executing the plan, the agent
cannot backup to a preceding state, instead it has to try to accomplish its goal from its
current state. In that work, a plan could contain both external actions to be performed and

goals to be met. A plan is taken for execution if its postcondition implies the agent's current
goal, the preconditions are met and the goal is not already true. If a precondition of a plan
is not met, then that precondition is made a goal.
Active logics have also been applied to reasoning about others' ongoing reasoning [17, 18], and
to dialog, especially in pragmatic inferences that support dialog [24, 41] and in representation
of meta and mixed-initiative dialog [43, 1, 49].

7 Future Directions
Although the work that has been done to date demonstrates that active logics have the
desired exibility for real-world reasoning applications, e ective symbolic reasoning requires
grounded symbols [26, 27, 2]. Planned research outlined in [39] envisions a physically, temporally and socially embodied agent which can generate symbols from sensor data, and then
learn to reason with those symbols to support and enhance behavioral competence. In the
most general sense, the proposed research is meant to cast light on how reasoning agents
model their environment, establish (provisional) policies for thinking and acting, and, more
importantly, (learn to) modify those models and policies in light of ongoing experience|
including observation of, and advice from, other (human and arti cial) agents.
We are also moving forward with more sophisticated contradiction-handling mechanisms
[5], and are developing a dialog agent which makes extensive use of metareasoning and
metadialog, including the ability to negotiate the distinction between the use and mention
of a word [3], in order to support improved conversational adequacy [42].
In this essay we have suggested that a realistic implementation of agency will not be possible without simultaneously considering the various aspects of embodiment and their interrelations. We discussed in particular the physical, social and temporal aspects of embodiment, and detailed some important requirements of agency|continual observation, contradiction handling, introspection, and meta-reasoning|which emerged from these re ections.
Finally we showed how attention to temporal embodiment can help one build a reasoner
capable of meeting the various desiderata of real-world agency.
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